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Easter Lunch Fun..
More pics on page 46
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Council Dates
Dates for Ordinary Meeting of the
Shire of Meekatharra for 2021 are -
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If you have any articles with information
about any upcoming community events
then we want to hear from you!
“The Meekatharra Dust” is a non-profit
community newspaper.
If you have an article, a photo you would
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post them to:
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Alternatively, you can email us at:

Half Page

$26.70

$43.10

Quarter Page

$16.50

$24.65

Eighth Page

$13.95

$18.50

cdo@meekashire.wa.gov.au

GENERAL DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed have been published in good faith on the request of the person requesting publication, and
are not those of the Shire of Meekatharra. All articles, comments, advice and other material contained in this publication are by way of general comment or advice only and are not intended, nor do they purport to be the correct advice
on any particular matter or subject referred to. No person should act on the basis of any matter, comment or advice
contained in this publication without first considering, and if necessary taking appropriate professional advice upon
the applicability to their particular circumstances. Accordingly ,no responsibility is accepted or taken by the Shire of
Meekatharra, or the authors and editors of the Meekatharra Dust , for any damage or loss suffered by any party acting in reliance on any matter, comment or advice contained herein.

meekashire.wa.gov.au
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A FRIENDLY REMINDER ABOUT
DOG CONTROL
When walking your dogs on the town oval, please ensure you are in complete control of your animal
at all times and dispose of any waste in the rubbish bins provided by Council.
The Shire of Meekatharra provide the Town Oval as the only off-lease exercise area in town—at all
other locations your dog must, according to law, be collared and restrained.
To allow your dog to be unrestrained in public is an offence in the Dog Act 1976.

Being responsible for a dog that attacks a person causing injury is also an offence which attracts a
significant penalty of up to $10,000.
Please be a responsible pet owner—keep your dog restrained when exercising them to avoid both
injury to bystanders, and significant penalties, and please pick up any droppings left behind. Nobody
wants to step in that!!
The Shire of Meekatharra support the neutering and desexing of pets to reduce the number of
strays, and provide sponsorship to the Murdoch Veterinary Clinic to attend Meekatharra to provide
this service at no cost to health care card holders. Additionally, the Shire fund regular visiting vet
service—Newman Veterinary Clinic—to the value of $5,000 to neuter the pets of health care card
holders at no cost to the owner.

Local residents can access this service by attending the Shire Office to present your Health Care Card
and prove registration. You will be issued with a voucher for the appropriate service at the visiting
clinic.
Further info, contact Tralee at the Shire—99800609

STREET LIGHT FAULTS & OUTAGES
If you notice any issues with street lights, faults or damage
call Horizon Power’s 24/7 Fault Line on
1800 264 914
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Note from the Editor
This edition of the Meekatharra Dust shows all the fun we have been having around town during April. We have
photos from the Easter Party, Cemetery Busy Bee, Carey Right Tracks visit, the Murdoch Vet Team and the Stephen Michael Foundation, visit plus our amazing articles from Sally at the EON Foundation, Meeka CRC and Meeka
Goes Green. There is so much to read and look out for this edition.
During May we will be having a movie night, watching The Furnace. A volunteer morning tea to celebrate all the
volunteers in town and thank them for their hard work. Of course there will be many more events that will pop up
throughout the month.
The Lloyds Plaza will be getting lots of foot track this month with Andos Art Prints setting up shop in the Art Gallery
and Leightons Café opening later in the month. We are very lucky to see this beautiful building being put to good
use by Meeka locals.
Happy Reading Everyone!
The Editor
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YOUTH SERVICES
What a month April was! The Youth Services Team ran
amazing activities for the young people in town during the
school holidays and teamed up with Carey Right Track, Mission Australia and Stephen Michael Foundation.

their talents to empower the
young people to learn these
essential skills.
The team have been making
the most of the new art supplies and have been teaching
the young people some new
techniques and skills.

The Youth Centre teamed up with Mission Australia to hold
a cooking and baking day. The kids worked well with the
staff and each other to make some amazing treats. The
ladies from Mission made the activity extra special, using

The Youth Team are back to their normal schedule, holding
Kids Zone, footy competitions, music lessons and
all sorts of fun activities.
Carey Right Track and Stephen Michael Foundation held sports competitions.. More information
throughout this edition.
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Meekatharra Pharmacy
72 Main Street, Meekatharra WA 6642

GETTIING READY FOR WINTER
FLU SEASON IS COMING

Ear Piercing
We are pleased to be offering Ear Piercing at the Pharmacy from the start of February. We have a range of
different colored studs and hoops to choose from! Your
STUDEX studs, an aftercare card and antiseptic spray
are all included for the one low price of $29.95. Parental/ guardian consent is required for all children under
16 years of age.
The Common Cold
Annual vaccination is the most important measure to
prevent influenza and its complications and we urge
everyone to get vaccinated this year (unless contraindicated) Please speak with your pharmacist to find out if it
will be suitable for you and your family.
We are offering influenza vaccinations to people aged
10 years and over in store this year for $25.00 per person.
Please note that this is NOT Covid-19 Vaccine. This is
annual Influenza Vaccine.

The winter months are the most common time of year to
get a cold virus. Symptoms include a blocked or runny
nose, sore throat, cough, headache and sneezing.
We have a range of products to help ease the symptoms here at the pharmacy.
Have you tried a steam vaporizer before? It lets off a
steam over several hours to humify the room, which
helps combat excessive dryness. relieving coughs and
scratchy throats, keeps nasal passages hydrated and
helps you sleep more comfortably and breathe better.
This is a great alternative to medicated products. Ask
you pharmacist about steam vaporizers next time you’re
at the Pharmacy.

Meekatharra Pharmacy carry a range of vitamins & supplements, first aid supplies,
quit smoking products, suncare, hair, skin & nail care items, ear and eye products,
perfumes, cosmetics, jewelry, gifts, baby items, hats, sunglasses, readers and
cleaning products. We also provide professional services such as prescription handling, webster packing, free blood pressure checks, medschecks, vaccinations, ear
piercing, Diabetes supplies and lots more. (P) 08 9980 1798
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Come in and say Hi!
Monday – Friday: 9am-5pm
Saturday – 9am-1pm
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STEPHEN MICHAEL CARNIVAL
To celebrate Youth Week, the Stephen Michael Foundation recently conducted a multi
sports carnival in Meekatharra. Road

Closures due to Cyclone Seroja did not deter
over 70 participants coming down to the carnival.
The children participated in a number of athletics based events before competing in a basketball tournament. It was fantastic to see all
the smiling faces and awesome talent on display.
A big shout out to Carey Right Track who did a
fantastic job collaborating to support the carnival. The evening culminated in an awards
presentation and delicious dinner courtesy of
Food For The Mob through Yulella Incorporated , ABC Foundation and Mission Australia.
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MOVIE NIGHT
Freaky was our movie night for April, shown in the Town
Hall. The movie was chosen by the town through a vote on
Facebook earlier this year. The vote was between The Outpost and Freaky, Freaky won by just a handful of votes.

Thanks to everyone who came and for those who helped to
clean up.
Our next movie will be The Furnace on the 28th of May
(18+ event), 7pm at the Town Hall. If you have any movie
suggestions please let Amy at the Shire know on either
9980 0600 or cdo@meekashire.wa.gov.au. We would love
to hear your suggestions for our next movie night.

We held the movie outside, just for something different. It
was a bit of a chilly night, it was different sight to see everyone in jumpers. We set up bean bags, yoga mats, pillows,
chairs and tables on the outside patio.
Freaky was a take on Freaky Friday, switching bodies with others. It was a good mix
between horror and comedy, with Vince
Vaughan playing a teenage girl how could it
not be hilarious?!
We had a variety of pizzas, chicken wings,
dips, popcorn and drinks to keep everyone
extremely happy throughout the movie.
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The Furnace was filmed in Western Australia
in Mount Magnet and Kalbarri, and released
in 2020. It was first shown in Australia at the
Perth Film Festival in November 2020, coming off a triumphant world premiere at the
2020 Venice Film Festival.
The Furnace has received overwhelming
positive reviews, being praised for its storytelling of the unlikely relationships built between the Aboriginal People and Afghan
Cameleers in the 1890s.
This project started back in 2015, gained
funding, hired actors and crew, and filmed in
WA, showing the important story and utilising Aboriginal language throughout the movie.
‘Set in the 1890s gold rush of Western Australia, THE FURNACE is an unlikely hero’s
tale, navigating greed and the search for
identity in a new land. This film illuminates
the forgotten history of Australia’s cameleers—predominantly Muslim and Sikh men
from India, Afghanistan and Persia—who
traversed the nation’s vast desert interior,
forming unique bonds with local Aboriginal
people.
To escape a harsh existence and return
home, a young Afghan cameleer (Ahmed
Malek, Clash) partners with a mysterious
bushman on the run with two 400oz Crown-marked gold bars (David Wenham, The Lord of the Rings).
Together the unlikely pair outwit a zealous police sergeant (Jay Ryan, IT Chapter Two) and his troopers
in a race to reach a secret furnace—the one place where they can safely reset the bars to remove the
mark of the Crown.’

THE FURNACE
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PLASTIC TYPES
weight type of plastic. PET is widely accepted for
recycling (including at our MGG Recycling Centre).
It gets recycled into more plastic bottles or can be
used for clothing or carpets.

Plastic has become a bit of a “dirty” word with many
people trying to reduce their plastic usage since it does
not readily biodegrade and can wreak havoc in ecosystems.
But plastic is a very useful and versatile invention that
has enabled humanity to become more efficient in
many ways such as making transport lighter and thereby reducing fuel consumption and emissions, keeping
medical equipment sterile or increasing shelf life of
food products.
We can mould it, we can make it soft or hard, solid and
thick or wafer thin, coloured or clear. With so many
different attributes it’s no wonder it’s found applications in most aspects of our lives.
Plastic certainly has its place if used wisely (re-usable
or permanent instead of short lived single use products) and recycled effectively.
So what are the different types of plastics, what are
they used for, can they be recycled and are they being
recycled?
There are seven categories of plastic. Have a look at
some of the plastic products in your house and see if
you can see a little triangle with a number in it – that
tells you what type it is.
1 PETE / PET stands for Polyethylene Terephthalate (say this with a dry biscuit in
your mouth) and is common in water
bottles, soft drink bottles and fruit and veggie punnets. It’s a clear, tough and light-
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2 HDPE stands for High-Density Polyethylene which is a common white or coloured plastic – think milk bottles, shampoo bottles but also some shopping bags
or cereal box liners. This is also a commonly recycled type of plastic (including at our
own Recycling Centre) and can be turned into film or
other moulded containers, furniture, pallets, agricultural pipe or bins.
3 PVC is Polyvinyl Chloride which is clear and
can be rigid or flexible. It’s used in cordial
bottles, windows (PVC windows sound familiar, right?), toys, cling wrap, blister packs,
plumbing pipe, garden hoses or watch straps.
Some PVC products contain BPA (bisphenolA) which provides greater flexibility and transparency
but can disrupt the endocrine system and cause health
issues. PVC can be recycled and turned into pipe, flooring, garden hoses and electrical conduit.
4 LDPE stands for Low Density Polyethylene
which is the flexible yoga cousin of HDPE. It’s
used in shrink wraps, shopping bags, frozen
food containers, squeeze bottles and may be
recycled into films (not the movie kind) or
agricultural pipe but is not as widely accepted in recycling bins as its more rigid cousin HDPE or
popular PETE.
5 PP is Polypropylene which is like an Outback Aussie: heat-resistant, tough, flexible
and versatile. It’s used in microwave ware,
takeaway containers, yoghurt tubs, appliances, toys, furniture and, if accepted, can be
recycled into crates, boxes, plant pots,
clothes and playground equipment. Unfortunately it
can’t be dropped off at the local Recycling Centre but
because it’s so tough you may be able to reuse or repurpose it.

centre.
Do you have any plastic saving or recycling
tips? You can leave a post on Facebook/
meekagoesgreen, send us an email at
meekagoesgreen@gmail.com or pop into
the Recycling Centre on Railway Street Saturdays 9-11am. Also, come to our monthly
Upcycling Workshops. They’re awesome.
First Saturday of each month at 11am either
at the Recycling Centre on Railway Street or
at the St Johns Ambulance Subcentre in Hill
Street (weather and topic dependent).
Images from:

6 PS is Polystyrene – when expanded it’s also
known as styrofoam and used in packaging,
foam cups, meat trays, panel insulation. It’s
not commonly recycled but could technically
be turned into coat hangers, office accessories, printer cartridges or synthetic timber.

https://www.plasticsforchange.org/blog/different-types
-of-plastic
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/guide/920/
different-types-of-plastic.html

7 OTHER is for anything else and mixed
plastics, polycarbonates, acrylics, nylon,
laminates. They may be used in baby
bottles, car parts, electrical and medical
parts, aircrafts, furniture, boating and
are difficult to recycle. Some products
may also contain BPA. If recycled they could get
turned into agricultural piping, fence posts, wheels,
pallets and marine structures.
Whilst technically all these plastics can be turned
into other products, the recycling rate is not great.
Australia’s sparse population and vast distances
coupled with low commodity prices unfortunately
make recycling a logistically challenging and often
not cost effective business – especially when virgin
plastics are cleaner, easier and cheaper to use for
production. In 2018-19 2.5 million tonnes of plastic
waste were generated in Australia of which only 9%
was sent to recycling and 84% sent to landfill (ABS).
There’s still a long way to go towards a truly circular
economy.
What can we do?
Reduce single-use plastics, have reusable options on
hand (water bottles, coffee cups, shopping bags,
containers or beeswax wraps instead of clingwrap
etc), buy products made from recycled plastics, reuse and repurpose plastics (yoghurt tubs make good
seedling raising containers), clean and separate
plastics that can be recycled and drop your number
1 and 2 plastics off to your friendly local recycling
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RUNWAY UPGRADE
The
Shire
has received
notification
that it has
received
$148,
000
from
the
Remote Airstrip
Upgrade Program for much needed work to be done on the
Meeka Airport runway. The Remote Airstrip Upgrade Program is an initiative run by the Department of Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development and Communications.

Since we are lucky enough to have an RFDS (Royal Flying Doctor Service) base located right here, we are a priority. The
program also supports locations that need the airport to support their connections to other places, such as flying to Perth
for family, work or education.
The Meekatharra Airport is very important to our town, it
provides a quick way to Perth, much needed medical support, it provides fuel and other services to passing emergency
planes and helicopters.
The works that will be completed will repair the minor cracks
to the runway, fog seal the runway and repair the shoulders.
All of this work is minor but it ensures the longevity of the
airports airstrip for years to come.

This project was made to support the remote airstrips in Australia where using the road is not always viable. As we have
seen a few times this year the roads have been cut off, although for a short period of time, the airstrip becomes that
much more important to move around goods and for medical
purposes.

We are very excited to have been granted this sum of money
to give the airstrip a facelift and make the airstrip more user
friendly for years to come.
Tenders for this project will be advertised in the coming
weeks.

Minor cracks to the airstrip
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VET TEAM IN TOWN
The Pet Sterilisation Team from Murdoch University
were able to run this year, after getting cancelled last
year due to COVID. They were lucky enough to get out of
Perth just in time to avoid the lock down.

While the team was here they sterilized 11 animals on
the first day and 12 on the second. They also helped out
with a variety of other health issues and gave out some
vaccinations. Many more people requested to have their
dog sterilized but unfortunately the team ran out of
time. The vets did over time each day to make sure they
saw the most amount of animals they could, to help support Meeka. Next time the vets are in town, make sure
you book an appointment to avoid missing out.

The team have been visiting Meekatharra and other regional and remote places for years, they have plenty of
experience dealing with a variety of animals and issues
that may arise. We are very fortunate they are able to
come to town and provide this service, sponsored by the
Shire.

There are so many benefits to de-sexing animals, we are
so glad these pet owners took this chance to do what is
best for their animal.

There were five fully qualified vets and five vet students,
who have been studying for over five years, that came
up to run the clinic. The aim of these clinics is to provide
free de-sexing to the community to address the overpopulation of animals that the issues that arise from
overpopulation. The vet students were doing their practical assessments during these clinic, under close supervision of course. The students take this opportunity with
extreme excitement as they get to work with a variety of
animals in remote and regional locations. They are learning how to take care of animals in different settings.
They all had a fabulous time here and spent the whole
time with smiles on their faces knowing they were helping support our community.

Thanks to Anna and Jo for signing people up, letting people know about this opportunity and advocating for the
pets in Meeka.
Thanks to Emily for signing people up and supporting the
event.
Colin at Yulella for all your hard work at spreading the
word, getting people onboard with this incentive and
spending hours picking up and dropping off people and
pets. Thanks also for your passion to help make pets
lives better in Meekatharra!!
We look forward to the Murdoch Team coming up to
Meekatharra again and providing this great service to
the community.

The vets and students wanted to thank everyone who
took their animals in to be cared for and doing the best
they thing for the animals.

The Shire still has some de-sexing vouchers left that
those with health care cards are eligible for and they can
be used when Rick Fenny comes to town. We only have
a limited number, so get in quick.

The team who came up are all very passionate about
taking care of pets and appreciated doing this service for
our community.
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Meekatharra ICDC vising dates for 2021
18th May and 22nd June
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ANDOS ART PRINTS NEW LOCATION
Andos Art Prints is now open in Lloyds Plaza, utilising one
of the shops and art gallery, Andrew Binsiar is the owner of
Andos Art Prints and is excited for this new adventure in
this new building. Andrew opened his shop on the 30th of
April, just in time for tourist season.

He has opportunities for artists to showcase their work, if
you are interested in showing your work have a chat with
Andrew.
Congrats Andrew on all your successes, we are thrilled to
have your shop in town! Make sure you spread the word
and support this great incentive.

Andos Art Prints offers a variety of services such as printing
and laminating personal photos, original paintings and
prints, Star Wars and other collectables, Xbox and PS4
games, and original shirts and singlets. This shop offers to
much for gifts, art and games. There is really something for
everyone.

‘At Ando art prints we strive to bring you a wide range of
traditional and modern art. Our art tells not only dreamtime stories but gives a glimpse of Aboriginal People of today and the stories they hold’
Phone: 0457 688 227

The Art Gallery is set up to perfection! Once you come inside you will be surrounded by modern and traditional
paintings and print.

Facebook: Andosartprints

Andos Art Prints is open from
9am-4:30pm Monday-Friday
and 9am-12pm Saturday.
Plenty of time to go have a
look at the amazing work he
has done. Lloyds Plaza is located next to the Post Office
on Main Street and is already
home to Mama D’s Hair Care
and soon to be Leightons
Café.
Come on in, have a browse
and a chat with Andrew.
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CAREY RIGHT TRACK
Throughout the second week of April holidays Carey Right
Track sent a team of volunteers including Carey Baptist
College Yr10 Students for the X-Crossover experience to
Meekatharra to support the local Youth Services and to run
an Athletics carnival to support Stephen Michael Foundation.

enous art techniques, through this experience Carey Right
Track told their Journey to Meekatharra through art.
Carey Right Track would like to thank our partners; Meekatharra Youth Services, Shire of Meekatharra, Ando’s Art
Prints, Stephen Michael Foundation, Yulella Mob, Carey
Baptist College Harrisdale, Carey Right Track Volunteers,
Canning Districts Athletic Club.

Carey Right Track supported the local youth services in a
variety of activities such as music, art and basketball. The
young people took full advantage of the music where they
projected a lot of sounds from the glockenspiels, drums
and different types of guitars, while in the art room the
creativity soared through the brush with lots of different
canvas paintings, the young people had a go with clay making with different animals and very realistic looking foods.

By Terry Price
Carey Right Track Trainee

Outside on the basketball court where the competition
was through the hoops. Carey Right Track supported
the program by putting a team together versing the
locals over many competitions throughout the week.
The games were highly skilled and what Carey Right
Track lacked in skills, they made up in energy and enthusiasm.
Over to the oval, it was transitioned into an Athletics
Stadium with lots of participation, energy and great
results. The local youth got around the activities with a
predicted 500m run, Turbo Javelin, Long Jump and
60m Sprint. The carnival was very successful with participation, enthusiasm, natural talent and excellent
results
Carey Right Track had the opportunity to spend time
with local artist Andrew Binsiar learning different Indig-
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Photos taken on the 29th of April 2021

NEW SHADE FOR SMALL WHEELS PARK
I’m sure everyone has seen something slightly different
happening at the Small Wheels Park (Skate Park). The
Shire is putting in new shades for the area to make it
more user friendly. The Skate Park is a well used facility in
the Shire. The Youth Team regularly use it and we have
seen people spending the day there with their kids learning new tricks. The Skate Park is used by young and old as
a way to show off their skills, learn and have a blast.
The new shade sails will make the area nicer throughout
the warmer days and will protect everyone from the

sometimes harsh sun. The old shade sails struggled to
handle to wind gushes that we often have in town and
Shire wants to make sure this area is extremely safe for
everyone. The new sails going up will be similar to the
ones at the pool, making the area be more functional at
all times throughout the day.
The Small Wheels Park has held many events such as
skate workshops, open mic nights, BBQ’s and other events
which can all continue once the works are complete.
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GARDENS WITH SAL,
THE GARDEN GAL

G’day magic Meeka,

Ensuring the soil is well watered first before adding any
seeds. Next comes the layer method: scatter your seeds
evenly around the area you have created and then put another good layer of organics on top (around 15cm) and some
light mulching over the top. Be sure to keep watered every
day and when spring pops its head around the corner you
should find a stunning carpet of flowers to admire and enjoy.

I hope you all are well out here in the beautiful Midwest.
I am very happy to report that our EON school gardens are
back in full swing after a Summer hiatus. The couch grass was
taking over and, with much patience, we have managed to
smother most of it and finally plant out our
lovely winter veggies. Pumpkins, snow
peas, silver beet, cabbages, zucchini and
even some yellow squash! I’m very much
looking forward to seeing them all thrive in
the coming months.
As we near the cooler weather, now is a
great time to be planting flowering annuals
and herbs. A good reminder for this is ANZAC Day, an honourable and proud day for
all Australians. Poppies are the flower of
remembrance for this day- symbolic and
true. This is the perfect time of year to
plant your very own if you like the bright
display that they bring. Poppy seeds come
in a packet of thousands. They are so simple and easy to grow and they also come in
a large assortment of different colours and
flowers.
Creating a flower display of annuals can be
very straight forward and incredibly stunning. Dedicate a space for your display,
whether it be in a large pot, under existing
trees or its very own new garden bed. If
you will be planting direct into the ground
ensure that the soil has been disturbed
well; let the hose run in the area for about
twenty mins first so that the soil is easy to
work with. Dig your garden fork down deep
to create space/ airflow and water flow and
then add organics: manures, compost, dynamic lifter or even bagged potting mix.

A field of wildflower – poppies looking the goods!
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This beauty is the sleeping giant from the Lost Gardens of
Heligan

*EON Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation that delivers
a food and nutrition-focused healthy lifestyle and disease
prevention program. We build edible gardens in remote
schools and communities for a secure supply of fresh food
and partner with them to deliver a hands-on practical gardening, nutrition, education, cooking, and hygiene program. Read
more about us at www.eon.org.au

There is an enormous amount of flowering annuals that we
can plant alongside our poppies: sunflowers, zinnias, everlastings, nasturtiums, cushion flower, borage and pansies just
to name a few. Why not add in a few veggies and herbs too?
Try coriander, parsley, carrots and spring onions.
Many years ago, I lived in London and this was the place that
I first fell in love with gardening! The displays of flowers they
create there are like nothing I’ve ever seen before. Alliums,
tulips, beautiful old Rhododendrons, roses, camelias and lavender bushes. Gardening for the English is an age-old tradition and one they take very seriously. I’ll include some photos
to show you some of the beauties I was lucky enough to admire. Now we couldn’t’ be further away from London if we
tried and do you know what? That’s just the way I like it!
Between us I am very much looking forward to seeing what
our wildflower displays are like this year in the bush! All that
rain we received will give the everlastings a good head start.
Someone I was speaking to recently remarked that we live in
paradise, and I couldn’t agree more.
Well, I’m sending happy spirits to you all out there this
month and hope to chat gardening with you soon. Until then
take care of yourselves and each other.
Happy gardening,
Sally – the EON Gardening Gal

A pic of the way we prepare our garden beds here in Meeka; manure/
organics, retic snake, newspaper to supress weeds and then mulch on top.
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The Meekatharra Seventh
Day Adventist Church
(McCleary Street) invites
you to join us in a weekly
service for all ages from
10am Saturday mornings

Open Daily 6.00am—9.00pm
Catering for your special function? Email us for a quote on
bookings@meekatharraaccomodation.com.au
or call on 99811253
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Please ensure whilst exercising your dog to pick up
any waste and dispose of

in the bins provided.
FREE Waste Bags are now
available from the Shire
Office.
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ANZAC DAY
The annual ANZAC Day Ceremony in Meeka is held at Paddy’s
Flat and was well attended by members of the Meeka community who came out at dawn to recognise the sacrifice of
those lost. The town came together to pay their respects and
acknowledge the Veterans in the town and around the world.
It is important to remember about lucky we are in Meekatharra to be able to gather with no restrictions and
acknowledge this day together. Others in Perth held driveway
services .

The ANZAC spirit ran into the week with the school running
their own ceremony on the Tuesday complete with hand
made wreaths.

Well done to Chris and the team for putting on this important
event for the town with such professionalism. The ANZAC
service is a excellent event for the town and with many locals
and tourists claiming it is the best one they have been to.
The flags were set to half-mast, the people gathered, the sun
started to rise and this sombre event started.
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EASTER FUN
This Easter Meekatharra celebrated in style! The Shire held
a community lunch for everyone to attend. There was food,
the Easter Bunny, an Easter Egg hunt and Zorb Balls.

Geoff, Sam, Andrea and Jo for giving up their holiday to
make this day so special. They helped set up, pack up, serve
food, supervise the Zorb Balls and play music. A special
thanks to Sam who hopped around spreading the Easter
fun.

The Zorb Balls travelling up from Perth to here and made
the afternoon so much fun for the kids and adults. The Zorb
Balls are like human hamster balls, you get inside and
starting running making the ball move. Everyone got a turn
or two, or three, or four. The kids were lined up waiting so
patiently for their turn and showed off their skills by rolling
around the course that was set, bumping into the others
and the walls. It was great to see so many smiling
faces and sharing the experience with the community.

Thanks to the Youth Team, Andrew, Jada and Lachlan for
your help throughout the organisation of the entire event.
Overall the day went very smoothly with so many smiles
and laughter.

The food, as always, was amazing! And went so
fast. We are so lucky to have such talented people
at the Caravan Park who made this spread for us.
We had seafood, cold meats and salad. Yum! What
more could we ask for?
The Easter Egg hunt was blast for everyone. The
kids searched for small tokens to be traded in for
the eggs, we didn’t want the eggs to melt so we
kept them in the fridge until the last minute. The
team spent time hiding the tokens before hand,
thinking we were being clever. But the kids found
them all so quickly and got stuck right into their
eggs. The adults participated and got to enjoy their
own.
We could not have done this event without our
excellent volunteers. Thanks so much to Michelle,
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WHY YOGA?
We have been getting some questions about the weekly yoga
sessions, so why not answer them all! We have been running
these yoga sessions for a while and would love more people
to join in on the fun.

45 minutes to
an hour, ranging
from
breathing exercises to deep
stretches.

When and where is yoga?
Yoga is held every Monday night (except Public Holidays) at
6pm until around 7pm, depending on how long the video
goes for. The sessions are held in the Town Hall, behind the
Shire Office on Savage Street.

Why come?
Yoga is a fun
and relaxing
activity
that
gives you a
chance to contrate on you!
Having a set
time, with other people, is a
great motivator. Especially for days when you don’t feel like
moving. We want the sessions to be a supportive, fun, engaging time for everyone who attends. We want you to feel encourage to try your best and enjoy the time learning new
skills, exercising and taking the time to do something for
yourself.

Who can come?
Anyone! Anyone can come if you have an interest in yoga,
want to learn about yoga or just want to see what yoga actually is. The classes are for beginners or those who have been
practising for years. Keep in mind, the sessions are for the
adults only.
What do you bring?
If you have any yoga materials, bring them along. If not, we
have mats, pillows and blocks to borrow.
What do I wear?
Wear clothing that you can move around easily in. Some of
the poses require a bit of stretching out and you will not
want clothing making it harder for you.

What types of video are there?
We do some videos are test your balance or core strength,
some meditation videos, and other ones that are used to
help your posture. There really is a wide range of videos that
are used. No two weeks will be the same.

What does it cost?
Nothing! We offer the yoga sessions free for everyone.
How do the sessions work?

Do I have to do it all?

We use videos from professional yoga instructors which is
projector on the large screen in the hall. At 6pm we turn the
video on and all try our best. The videos last anywhere from

Of course not, sometimes the poses and movements are a
little tricky. You can always modify the movements to what
you feel comfortable doing. There may be some that you are
really good at, such as Shavasana (the resting pose)
or Downward Dog and others that just out of your
range for now. Just with practice they do get easier
and you might even surprise yourself.
Who goes?
A variety of people, ranging in ages, abilities and experience. We encourage anyone and everyone to
come.
If you want more information about these yoga sessions please contact the Shire.
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Recipes from Benalla Health
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
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IMPORTANT DATES

May 2021
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

31

27

28

29

30

1

2

Yoga 6pm

Dentist Visiting

Dentist Visiting

Dog De-Sexing
Program

Dog De-Sexing
Program
Movie Night: Freaky
7pm

3

4
Yoga 6pm

5
Dentist Visiting

Dentist Visiting

6
Dentist Visiting

Diabetic ED @ Clinic

Population Health
STI Testing @ Clinic
2:30pm-5pm

Geraldton Radiology
@ Hospital

DivaZ Day
10:30am

10

11

WACHS Dietitian @
Hospital

WACHS Dietitian @
Hospital

GRAMS Midwife @
Clinic

GRAMS Midwife &
360 Health @ Clinic

12

7
Dentist Visiting

18
Yoga 6pm

9

Meeka Goes Green
Recycling
9am-11am

13

14

20

15

Diabetes Team and
Educator @ Clinic

Ordinary Council
Meeting

Podiatrist @ Hospital

Meeka Goes Green
Recycling
9am-11am

21

22

Physiotherapist &
Podiatrist @ Hospital

Meeka Goes Green
Recycling
9am-11am

Dietitian @ Clinic

Volunteer Morning
Tea and Fun
10am

24

25

GRAMS Midwife &
360 Health @ Clinic

360 Health @ Clinic

Yoga 6pm

Physiotherapist &
Dietitian @ Hospital

Mama D’s Hair Care

Tidman Brothers

26
Healthy Ears Team
@ Clinic

Mother’s Day

Meeka Markets
9:30am-Noon

360 Health @ Clinic

19

Cemetery Picnic &
Busy Bee
11am

Upcycling Workshop
11am

8

Yoga 6pm

17

Meeka Goes Green
Recycling
9am-11am

27

28

Mama D’s Hair Care Mama D’s Hair Care
Movie Night: The
Furnace 7pm

Mama D’s Hair Care

Mama D’s Hair Care
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